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"Get married and I kill you." This was the letter sent to Kimihito, an ordinary guy living with a

houseful of extraordinary beauties, by a mysterious writer known only as "D." Now it's up to

Interspecies Coordinator Smith, Kimihito, and his ever-increasing menagerie of monster girls to find

out who is behind the threatening letter before it's too late.The game plan? Use Kimihito as bait by

sending him on a series of dates with monster girls. Along the way, several possible suspects

emerge, each of whom has a "D" connection of one kind or another. Meanwhile, Kimihito's potential

brides each begin acting strangely. Are they taking the fake dates too seriously -- or is something

(or someone) far more sinister at work?
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The time has come. Each of the girls get to go out with Kirito, with a Mon squad escort for

protection. But during each date, someone with a D connection comes out to interfere, but is any of

them the one who sent the letter to Kirito. Then the Mon squad gets a chance at dating him (as the

others did not have any luck and it was their day off), and each one of them comes up with

entertaining issues (Tio with clothes shopping, Zombina with her parts falling off, and Masuno being

herself). Can they find out who it is, before Kirito loses his head over something.this one was way to



funny, but will give a warning the ecchii is amped up a lot so it may not be good for younger readers.

But seeing all the girls being treated like normal girls, despite killer trees, giant slimes girls, and a

dolphin hugger shows that he sees them not as monsters, but girls with their own personalities. I

have been enjoying this series and can not wait to the next one to get a"head" of the situation.

This is a cute, fun story, and definitely not for kids. It's heavy on the fanservice, which is part of the

story. If it was just tossed in it'd be very annoying, but since it's part of the story and the whole

theme of the manga, I don't find it disruptive or of place. I will say the puns the translators use are

unnecessary, unamusing, and annoying, as were the changes of the nicknames the characters use

for each other. In those two areas, the online fan translations were much, much better. Still, I like the

manga so I decided to buy it in order to support the author.

My favorite volume thus far! The death threats against Kimihito cumulate in a series of dates, in an

attempt to provoke the mysterious 'D' to make their move. Multiple monster girls with the letter D as

the first letter of their monster type come forth, but none seem to be the illusive 'D' who made the

threats. The final date plan has Kimihito rotate through with Mrs. Smith's monster girl squad, and

even with the little time they spend together his accepting nature of monster girls has each of them

falling for him. Add another three girls to the harem everyone! In the end the suspected 'D' is finally

caught, but we're left at a cliffhanger with Kimihito's life in danger.

Man, love this manga. Funny, enjoyable; add it with moe monster girls and you get one of the best

manga out there. This is not for those who don't like ecchi stuff. Waiting for next vol. to come out so

I can get my hand on it!

Few things can unite Kimihito's ever growing, ever feuding would-be harem of monster girls, but a

death threat revealed at the end of Monster Musume Vol. 4 against Darling, Boss, Milord, Master,

Beloved, or Honey, marrying, from the mysterious "D" does. The plan is lure the would-be killer out

in the open by having the girls take turns dating Kimihito while the M.O.N. Squad lurks in the

shadows.Naturally, it turns into a series of comical romantic disasters, but the girls come out of each

one even more attached to Kimihito, to the point that M.O.N. Squad members demand their turns

and find themselves falling under the spell of Kimihito's kindness and consideration.Eventually, the

writer of the first threatening note is caught and exposed, but two threatening notes were received.

What of the second threatening note writer? That identity will be exposed in Monster Musume Vol.



6.

Starting off this isn't for youth under the age of +16The stuff that this guy goes through with live in

monster girls OMG!!!!! help the makers of this book and get this!! you want more info buy the book,

trust me its worth the money Nuff said!

I found Volume 5 of Monster Musume to be one of the best. Kimihito has new issues in his life.

Somebody is sending threatening letters. Papi tries to help a fellow monster girl with wildly

disastrous results and as for how that gets resolved, I found myself wondering if Okayado saw

Woody Allen's film "Bananas" and recalled the scene about treating snakebite. There are some new

girls, including a cute but nasty devil named Lilith who loves to stir up trouble. Lilith finds herself

getting punished by both Rachnee and exercise fanatic Polt (I think Lilith much preferred Rachnee's

idea of discipline). At the end, it looks like yet another female is about to make her way into the

story. While Monster Musume is definitely not for kids or the more prudish, it is a wonderful piece of

naughty farce.

Kimihito is just a ordinary guy living with a bunch of beautiful women who just happen to be

monsters. This manga has a lot of humorous moments and erotic moments as well. Someone sent

Kimihito a letter threatening to kill him and it's up to interspecies coordinator Smith and the girls to

bring this person out in the open by setting up dates with Kimihito and the monster girls. My

personal opinion I think Monster Musume deserves the anime treatment or even a live actio. This

manga is for mature readers, NOT FOR CHILDREN. To sum it up, cute, funny, and very likable.
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